Less is More
Marking with a Purpose
Victoria Hewett
(aka Mrs Humanities)

Rationale

What’s the issue with marking?

Quality vs. Quantity

How can we mark less but make feedback more effective?
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This approach enables the teacher to provide success criteria at the
start of an activity, allows them to provide feedback during the activity
and again once the activity has been completed. Can also be used for
self and peer assessment.
Instead of…

…writing out the same or similar comments and getting
pupils to write down their verbal feedback.

The teacher…

…provides a feedback grid at the start of an activity.
They highlight criteria that is met throughout the activity
and circle individual areas for pupils to focus on as they
work. Once the activity is complete the teacher
highlights other criteria met by the pupil.

The pupil…

… reads the success criteria in the feedback grid. Pupils
refer to the SC as they work, reflecting on where they
are at different points in the lesson.

DIRT

Areas for improvement are highlighted on the feedback
grid after marking and pupils make the changes and/or
improvements to their work.
Different coloured highlighters help identify successes
and areas for improvement .

Instead of…

… writing out comments and/or annotations on a
piece of work.

The teacher…

… gives a code from a set of pre-defined codes
related to comments for successes and areas for
improvement.

The pupil…

… identifies the code and the corresponding
comment.

DIRT

Pupils write down the corresponding comments in
their books and make the changes/improvements to
their work.
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Instead of…

… pupils reading feedback and not acting
upon the feedback to improve to the next
sub/whole level when they are secure in the
previous knowledge or skill.

The teacher…

… sets a LEVEL UP task, something that will
help the student reach the next level such as
a question to expand a previous answer or a
set of calculations appropriate for the next
level.

The pupil…

… reads the feedback and completes the
task set.

DIRT

Pupils work on answering the questions or
completing to task to try to get to the next
level of progress. This can be completed on a
DIRT sheet or in their books.
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Instead of…

… writing comments in books at
the end of the piece of work.

The teacher…

… dots where improvements need
to be made either within the
lesson or once the work is
complete. They may make a
comment to the pupil in regard to
what the dot means e.g. check
you SPaG.

The pupil…

… checks the
sentence/paragraph with the
dot/s and makes corrections.

DIRT

If improvements are not made
within the lesson, the pupil goes
back over their work and looks for
mistakes, then they make the
amendments.

The
teacher…

… provides a what went well
(WWW) and even better if (EBI)
comment.

The pupil…

… reflects on what they need to do
and write a suitable improvement
comment.

DIRT

Pupils write a reflective
improvement comment.
Could coincide with level up
activities and the pupil decides on
the level activity suitable for their
improvement target.
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Instead of…

… the teacher marking the work
alone.

The
teacher…

… photo copies a piece of work and
hands a copy to the pupil. The
teacher uses simple colour coding to
highlight key aspects of the mark
scheme.

The pupil…

… is provided with a mark scheme
and set the same task, to be
completed on their original
work PRIOR to receiving the teacher
version for comparison.

DIRT

Pupils can then compare their results,
and also their own level / grade
conclusions with that of the teacher.
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Instead of…

… the teacher marking the work alone.

The teacher…

… makes a learning activity out of the
marking process. Particularly useful with
modeling effective marking and feedback.

The pupil…

… is provided with a mark scheme, an
answer (one of theirs or made by the
teacher) and highlighters.
The pupil assesses the given answer and
then compares their assessment with that
of the teachers.

DIRT

Pupils can then use the model answer as a
guide for writing their own.
If the answer was a less than perfect
answer, pupils can work on perfecting it.
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Instead of…

… the teacher marking the work
and explaining successes,
mistakes and how to improve.

The teacher…

… gives pupils work that is
incorrect. This could be the
students own work or work from
other pupils.

The pupil…

… considers the mistakes made
and explains why the answer is
wrong.

DIRT

Pupils practice the skill or revise
the content and then they either
complete the same work again or
a similar piece until they have
mastered the skill or knowledge.
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Could also be used by the teacher to show how well the
pupil their progress and effort within the lesson.

The
teacher…

… asks the pupil to identify where
their understanding is on a traffic
light scale and where they place
their effort on a1 to 3 scale.

The pupil…

… either writes out RAG and 123
and they circle where they are on
the progress and effort scale or
they could write the letter and
number.

DIRT

Pupils set themselves a target for
improvement. They then focus on
that target in the next lesson.
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The
teacher…

… asks the pupil to reflect on their
progress and areas for
improvement. The teacher takes
the feedback and provides an
activity such as a specific starter
or a level up task to help pupils
make the area for improvement.

The pupil…

… reflects on what they did well
and what they could do to improve,
writing a comment for both.

DIRT

Pupil completes the set task to
level up or improve the work based
upon their self-reflection.
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Instead of…

…only the teacher marking the
work.

The
teacher…

… provides success criteria.

The pupil…

…swaps their work with a peer and
they mark each other’s based on
the success criteria given.
Peers could use marking codes,
annotations throughout the text,
use ‘kind, helpful, specific’
comments or WWW and EBI.
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Instead of…

…the teacher marking work.

The
teacher…

… provides sentence starters for
inspiration. Simple check over to
clarify/confirm feedback
afterwards.

The pupil…

…swaps their work with a peer,
they read their partner’s work and
provide a kind, specific and helpful
comment.

DIRT

Pupils make the amendments to
their work or set themselves
targets to improve based on the
feedback given.
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…
SPaG
being
marked

Instead
of…

…the teacher deciding what to mark.

The
teacher…

… gives choices on what should be
assessed
e.g. SPaG, explanation, use of
examples.

The pupil… … then selects what they want their
peer to assess in their work e.g. their
particular area for development such
as use of capital letters, explanation or
examples.
Peers could use marking codes,
annotations throughout the text, use
KSH comments or WWW and EBI.

Peer
feedback

DIRT

Sp3
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The pupil makes the identified changes
to their work based on their particular
area for development. They could use a
different colour pen for every time they
make the suggested improvements or
highlight them.

Instead of…

… the teacher marking the work
and outlining the successes and
areas for improvements.

The
teacher…

… gives pupils critique
stickers/sheets.

The pupil…

… consider the successes and
areas for improvement in the work
and write them down on the
provided sheets/stickers.

DIRT

The pupil practices the skill or
reviews the content, they then
complete the same or similar work
or level up tasks are provided for
those with a secure knowledge of
the task or skill.
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Instead of…

… the teacher writing comments after
every piece of work

The teacher…

… starts the topic by creating banded
success criteria, each of which is given a
code. As pupils demonstrate completion
of the criteria the teacher highlights it on
the matrix in one colour and notes down
the criteria code in the book.
If the teacher feels a pupil could improve
their work, they highlight the criteria in a
different colour this could be referred to
as ‘now try’ criteria.

The pupil…

… reads the codes and the
corresponding highlighted success
criteria.

DIRT

Pupils read the ‘now try’ criteria
highlighted by the teacher and attempt
it.
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May not necessarily cut down on marking but will make feedback student centred through allowing them to
reflect upon their own strengths and weaknesses to make the feedback purposeful to them.

Instead of…

… the teacher marking every piece of work in a students book or instead of
marking for all skills/content e.g. literacy, use of terminology, use of
examples

The teacher…

…asks students to identify particular pieces of work they would like checked
or particular skills or criteria they struggle with that they would like feedback
on.
The teacher focuses their attention on this piece of work or the particular
skill/criteria identified by the student, making their feedback specific to the
student request.

The pupil…

… reflects upon their strengths and weaknesses to select particular pieces
of work they would like feedback on and/or gives criteria for the teacher to
assess e.g. use of explanation, use of examples

DIRT

Pupils respond to the given feedback, making improvements where
suggested.

Instead of…

… the teacher writing comments throughout or at
the end of the piece of work

The teacher…

… highlights the a part of the work the pupil could
do with improving. The teacher provides a bank
of relevant comments to the class. Teacher can
guide students to which comments are relevant
to them if need be.

The pupil…

… reflects upon the piece of work highlighted and
comments provided, working out which ones
apply to their work.

DIRT

Pupil rewrites the highlighted section of their
work and makes the suggested improvements.

The
teacher…

… provides a tip, a question to
develop and/or a challenge to extend
the students current understanding.

The pupil…

… reflects upon the tip, answers the
think question and/or attempts the
challenge

DIRT

Pupils act upon the tip in future work,
answer the think question to develop
their understanding and/or
undertakes the challenge to extend
their thinking.
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The teacher…

… provides criteria to be assessed and provides time for peer
assessment during a piece of work.

The pupil…

… during a piece of work pupils peer assess another student's work,
providing feedback in the relevant way e.g. WWW, EBI and return
the book to the other pupil.

DIRT

Pupils read the feedback given to them. As they continue the piece
of work whenever they follow the advice of their peer (e.g. use data
in a description) they complete it in pink pen. This allows for the
teacher to easily see the progress made as they continue the piece
of work.

Alternatives

… students make own improvements to work before teacher marks
e.g. inserting capital letters, spelling key terms correctly

The
teacher…

… does a book look after the lesson or after a
series of lessons, noting down on a crib sheet
class/individual successes, prevalent SPaG
errors, misconceptions, cause for concerns,
missing work etc.
The teacher feeds back to the class as a whole –
e.g. via comments on the board, verbal discussion
and/or with individuals verbally.
Or
The teacher plans the next lesson based upon
their findings from the book look. Teacher can
provide more ‘individual’ for pupils.

The pupil…

… responds to verbal/displayed feedback
relevant to them e.g. a particular task to complete
or question to answer. This can be guided by the
teacher within the lesson.
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The 3 pillars of effective marking
Meaningful, Manageable & Motivating.

Going forward…

